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Baby Dies from Lack of Medical Attention, Parents Charged
ROGER LEE
rolee@ursinus.edu
An Oregon couple is facing criminal charges in the
death of their 15-month-old daughter. The baby died of an
infection that went untreated due to the parents' practice
of faith-based healing.
Carl and Raylene Worthington could soon face
charges of criminal mistreatment and manslaughter. Whi Ie
practicing the faith-based healing taught at their fundamentalist church, the Worthington's actually broke laws
set in place over a decade ago.
In the 1990s, laws were passed to help decrease the
deaths of children born into families who practice faithbased healing: After a number of deaths coming trom families belonging to the fundamentalist church, these laws
were deemed necessary.
. In 1999, the laws Were made official and several lives
were saved. Until recently, it appeared that the law was
putting an end to these deaths, which were typically caused
by parents ignoring easily treatable medical emergencies.
Since then, child abuse Detective Jeff Green said, "We

haven't seen any cases of significant medical neglect. .. until
now."
Detective Green is referring to what some would call
the "untimely" death of 15-month-old Ava Worthington.
Ava died last month with a blood infection and bronchial
pneumonia. These serious illnesses went undiagnosed in
young Ava for an extended length of time. According to the
state medical examiner's office, Ava could have been treated
with antibiotics. DeputY state medical examiner Dr. Christopher Young commented that Ava also had a benign cyst
found on her neck that could have stopped her breathing
independent of the blood infection and bronchial pneumonia.
These medical conditions were never addressed since
the Worthingtons did not take their daughter to routine medical examinations. The Oregon couple qecided to exercise
their beliefs and the teachings of their church, the Followers
of Christ. The church is known for its teachings against
medical assistance. They also have a number of fam ili es
who had stillborn children.or other fatal complications trom
unassisted childbirth at home. Most of these church mem-

bers treat deathly ill children with prayer.
The Worthingtons may soon be doing time injail. If
convicted on manslaughter charges, the couple could
spend more than six years behind bars. However, if convicted only on the mistreatment charges instead of manslaughter, the Worthingtons may only serve up to a year
in prison. Oregon's chief deputy district attorney Greg
Horner told sources that the couple has been released on
$250,000 bail.
Horner was unsure if the Worthingtons were able to
pay for lawyers to back their case since their phone number had been disconnected. Unable to reach the couple,
Horner tried their calling their church. He was greeted
with an unidentifiable man who proclaimed, "We've been
told 'No comment. ",
This rs not the first time the Oregon couple has
been under close investigation. With the death of their
baby boy back in 200 I, family members told the police the
child was stillborn. Thus, the investigation was closed
with no criminal charges. But this time around, the
Worthingtons will have a different story to tell.

Back Again: It's The Weekly Edition of This Day in History
KRISTIBLUST
krblust@ursinus.edu
It's getting ",anner outside, the flowers are in blooni
and the end of the semester is in sight, but something's
missing: your weekly fix of useless facts and trivia! Dry
your tears and read on because the following paragraphs
highlight the most pertinent historical events for the date,
April 10,2008.

1866
The American Soch~ty for
Prevention of Cruelty to
Animals (ASPCA) is
Chartered
After visiting England's Royal
Society for the Prevention and Cruelty
to Animals (founded in 1840), a leisure
class American man by the name of
Henry Bergh came to America and
pleaded his case for "the mute servants
of mankind" (www.aspca.org).
Shortly after, the American Society for Prevention of Cruelty to Animals (ASPCA) was given a charter in
New York. The ASPCA sheltered stray animals, helped
farmers care for their livestock and aided the authorities in
the
prosecution
of
game-law
violators
(www.infoplease.com).This organization began with a full
time staff of only three, but has grown tremendously over
the past 142 years.
Today the ASPCA continues to rescue animals
(mostly domestic pets) that have been poisoned or abused.
The ASPCA is also works to pass humane laws.

1912
The Titanic Sets Sail
The Titanic, a steamship trom England's White Star
Line, set sail on its voyage from Southampton, England to
New York City on April 10, 1912. The ship was one of the
largest moving objects ever built, measuring 883 feet long
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and 92 feet wide, and costing $7.5 million to build (about
$400 million today). The passenger total reached 2227 and
only 705 passengers survived the ship's collision with a
giant iceberg on April 14, 1912. It took the Titanic abqut two
hours and 40 minutes to sink.
After years of searching, the wreckage was finally
located in 1985,12,500 feet below sea level , about 350 miles
southeast of Newfoundland (www.infoplease.com).

1947
Robinson Signs with the
Brooklyn Dodgers

1970
Paul McCartney Announces the Official Split
of the Beatles
Singer John Lennon, singer/pianist/bassist Paul
McCartney and guitarist George Harrison formed "The Silver Beatles" in 1959. After drummer Ringo Starr joined the
lineup in 1962, the group dropped the silver and called themselves simply "The Beatles." In 1964 their song "I Want to
Hold Your Hand" triggered "BeatI~mania" in the United
States and the band became a worldwide phenomenon.
The Beatles released albums in 1964, 1966 and 1967
and acted in several movies. On this day in 1970, Paul
McCartney announced their split, claiming that the band
had fulfilled their potential (http://www.infoplease.com/ipeal
AO 154662.html).

Prior to becoming the first African American baseball player in the major leagues, Jack Roosevelt Robinson
was an outstanding college athlete at
the University of California at Los Angeles. Robinson then moved on to
Wasn't that fact-tastic? For more facts and useless
graduate trom officer candidate school
trivia visit http://www.infoplease.comldayinhistory.
and become a second lieutenant in the
U.S.
Anny.
He
faced a
tremendous amount of adversity
trom fans and other players
throughout his career, but
persevered and was voted the
Volume 32, Issue 22
National League's MVP in
grizzly@ursinus.edu
1949, after producing a batting average of .342 with 37
steals and 124 runs batted in.
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career after the 1956 season,
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News
Dancing at Lughnasa Opens at UC

Relay "is Here·!

endless amount of smaller memories make their way through.
The play in fact is based on Friel's five aunts. Michael
kacallahan@ ursinus.edu
Evans, according to the play, would have also been the
Dancing at Lughnasa, opened last night on campus! same
age
as
Friel.
The Celtic inspired play, directed by Beverly Redman, will
As is true within most histOlY, words are not enough
be running every night at 7:30 p.m. through this Saturday, to capture the experiences that past societies have endured.
Apri 1 12, 2008, in the
Lenfest Theater. Dancing at Lughnasa shows that bits and pieces of a
Dancing at Lughnasa was written by Brian Fr~el , and memory can be strung together, but the event can never be
is set in Ireland in August of 1936. Michael Evans, the . recaptured because dramatic feelings cannot be expressed
narrator, recounts his stay at his aunt's house when he was clearly through words. The actual events sunounding the
only seven years old. Along with his aunt, there are her Celebration of Lughnasa and the praises and rituals of the
four sisters, including Michael's mother, Christine. While Celtic people can all be recorded. However, that energy can
he retells his story, his five aunts come in and out of the never be recreated authentically on stage .
scene continuing his thought process.
Dancipg at Lughnasa promises not to disappoint. It
During the play, the audience can certainly question was amongst the top plays of the decade and was released
how precisely Michael Evans remembers the days of that in Britain, Australia and the United States.
summer and how accurately all of his information is. DancAgain, the play continues tonight until Saturday, April
ing at Lughnasa deals with a man that has possibly recre- 12, 2008 at 7:30 p.m. in the Lenfest Theater of the Kaleidoated a cO)11pletely new memory. However, it still deals with scope! Tickets are $5 for general admission and $2 for stuprominent issues at the time and an iron bond between sis- dents and senior citizens.
For reservations please call (610)-409-3795.
ters. In doing so, his story never seems to be finished. An

JULIANE KATZ

KATIE CALLAHAN

News in Brief: All International
MATT SHORT
mashort@ ursinus.edu

Thursday, April 3, 2008

dengue can be fatal, but has only been found in a minority
of cases reported in B'razi I.
The policy for containment ofthis outbreak has been
to try to curb the mosquito population in the area. In addition to efforts to eliminate the disease carrying insect, resi,
dents have been asked to protect themselves by wearing
long sleeved clothing and eliminating potential breeding
grounds by covering areas of stagnant water.

North Korea has cut off talks with South Korea following controversial comments made by a South Korean
general. The officer in question made remarks stating that
South Korea woule attack North Korean nuclear installations in the event of an attack on the South involving atomic Friday, April 4, 2008
weapons.
North Korea has claimed that the South is pushing
Following an extremely controversial election in Zimthe ties between the two nations to "confrontation and ca. babwe, sitting president Robert Mugabe and his challenger
tastrophe." This comes amidst rising tensi.ons on the
Morgan Tsuvangirai are likely to face each other in a run-off
Korean Peninsula.
once the Electoral Commission releases the results of the
North Korea has threatened military actions against
March 29 presidential race. This suggested run-off comes
the South in retaliation for this perceived insult. Ties have
from the ruling Zuma-PF party during a delay in the results
become especially strained between North and South Koof the general election.
rea since President Lee Myung-bak took office in February
Mugabe's own party is split, as half believe the 84with promises to be firm in his dealings with the Communist
year-old president should step down while others feel he
government to the north.
should stay in power, but the party will not oppose a run-off
The North has accused Lee of being too pro-United
should one be reqll1red.
States, and also of not caring about starting a meaningful
The delay in releasing the results has many worried
dialogue with the North Koreans. President Lee has rethat it leaves the chance for the results to be tampered with.
mained positive though and is confident that tensions will Plans are in place for the Movement for Democratic Change
not grow worse despite the hostile reaction he has received (MDC) to submit their case to the High Court of Zimbabwe
since coming into office.
should the results not come out by Friday.
All of this drama comes as the Zimbabwean governThursday, April 3, 2008
ment is cracking down on opposition patty figures and foreignjournalists. Last Thursday, two journalists and 20 memBrazil's state of Rio de Janeiro is suffering through an bers of the MDC were taken into custody. The journalists
epidemic of dengue. Over 55,000 cases were reported as of were charged with violatingjownalism laws. The New York
last Thursday. 67 people have died from the virus this year. Times and Britain's Sunday Telegraph are working to seThe outbreak has put a severe strain on hospitals in the Rio cure the releases of their correspondents.
President Robert Mugabe has ruled Zimbabwe for 28
de Janeiro area.
The Brazilian newspaper 0 Clobo has reported lack years. He was initially viewed as a liberator, but as his
of beds in municipal hospitals and long waits for patients to power grew he began seizing land and giving it to family
and friends while silencing .opposition to his government.
be seen by a doctor.
Zimbabwe's economy has sunk to all-time lows with
Derfgue is commonly transmitted by mosquitoes. It
appears in two different types: one is a fever which also Mugabe in power, and there was a hope that in this latest
election the opposition would be able to gain power.
causes a rash, muscle and joint pain and vomiting.
It seems to be the case as the MDC won the majority
A more severe form, known as hemorrhagic dengue,
can cause damage to blood and lymph systems and causes in Zimbabwe's parliament, but with the results of the presi. bleeding under the skin and on the gums. This form of dential election up in the air the future is uncertain .
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ukatz@ ursinus.edu
From Friday, April 11 at 3 p.m. WHit Saturday, April
12at 10 a.m. Patterson Field (the football field) will be used
for something a tittle differen.t than a f90tball game. Relay
for Life, . the world's largest not-for-profit fundl'aising
event, is coming to Urs.inu$this weekend. Opening cer~
emonies wjjj take place at Sp.numd the walkers wiH begin

t1Jeir all-nightwalk.
. .
.
0',
This year's Relay{.ot; l¥e event is being cO'otdinated
by Lauta Prahlad and Sareh Beltrami, but numerous metll~
bers of the Vrsinus community have worked countless
hout~ since last years Rclay for Life to make sure this year
is an even greater success, Last year over $5<),000 was
raised during the Utsinus Relay for Life event and tbis
year because of more patiicipants and more teaJns there
are even greater expectations.
S(lme of the41ighlighted events to look forward to
this year are the Otljt;a}:",f:iero tournament, a food eating
contest and the Lumihariaeeremony. From start to finish
there are various evenl.$ including three bands that wi It be

playing through out the night
Relay for Life is a cherished event to many members
of the Ursinus COtlllllunity, Whether they relay because
they are a survivor, nave been affected by cancer or relay
to support those around them dealing with cancer, people
participate in this event for very personal reasons.
Out of respect to the participants of Relay pleaSe
retne-mber that Relay for Life 1sa dry evenl No alCOhol will
be petuiitted on the ::Relay for Ljfepremise and agaffl, OlJ~
oftespect. refrain f!'oriJ attending the event while ibfjj~~
cated.
.
Stop by to support fellow classmates and commu~
nity members who are relaying and to partake in the vari6us activities. Many teams win be fundraislng during the
event selling f'Ood, face painting and hosting other activities.
If you would like to donate to Relay fot Life it is not
too late! Donatiol1s can be given (}flline at
www.ucrelay.org,whereow can direct their donation to a
team of their choice. Donations will also be taken aHne
event. Relay for .Ljfeis POe QOhe most exciting nights on
the UC campus, don'Lniissouf. Have a blast while attending the events and happy walking to the Relay for Life
participants! t!

Interested in writing for The Grizzly?
Are you interested in
Current Events?
International Politics?
UC events and clubs?
Then please sign up to write
for the News section
of The Grizzly!
Contact News Editor
Ashley Higgins
at
ashiggins@ursinus.edu
for more information
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Yes, It's a "Positions" Article
When I began writing this column, I promised myself that I would focus on pertinent, sexual issues (topics
that are informative and fun, so
that you are not
bombarded with a
sexually-transmitted infection article every week),
so that the articles
would be educational and taken
seriously.
My editor
commented that
she Iiked the fact
that my articles
weren't trashy,
LANE TAYLOR
and didn't discuss
Everything You Never Knew topics such as "faYou Wanted to Know About vorite positions."
From then on,
Sex '
when anyone
would ask me to
write an article
about positions, I would scoff and make comments like,
"That's where sex columns go to die," because I assumed
that sexual positions was simply not a respectable topic.

This is regrettable, because seeking out positions that enhance one's sexual pleasure and connection with one's partner is certainly respectable (and hopefully celebrated). This
week, I'm shaking off my sex columnist-snobbiness to tackle
sexual positions.
In order to write an appropriate and informative article
on positions, I knew I'd have to.open up myoid friend, the
Everything Great Sex Book. The tirst thing that the authors
recommend when attempting new positions is to prepare
yourself to communicate openly with your partner. It's important to feel comfortable sh&ring your wants and needs
with your partner and to actively listen to his or her wants or
needs in order to tind positions that you both will enjoy.The authors also note that searching out new positions can enhance one's sex life significantly, because certain positions can increase pleasure, and communicating
and learning with one's partner can enhance the relationship. Attempting new positions may also aid couples that
haven't quite found the "perfect fit;". in other words, couples
that experience pain or any lack of pleasure or sensation
during intercourse may find that other positions provide
more pleasure and el,pance their sexual experience.
The authors suggest thinking twice before abandoning a position, noting that slight movements and pillow placement can significantly alter the position. They suggest trying such slight movements as shifting the position of a leg
and/or adjusting the balance of body weight. Pillows can
also be useful when positioning oneself; consider placing a

pillow underneath you or your partner's buttocks to raise
the pelvis. Pillow placement can also prevent a member of
the couple from feeling uncomfortable. For instance, a pillow can be placed behind a neck, head, knees, etc. to prevent cramping or other muscle aches, or behind a head to
prevent the loud and occasionally embarrassing head-tothe-headboard issue.
When looking for new positions to try, think about
what you're looking to get out of the experience. If you're
looking to achieve more or better G-Spot stimulation, the
book lists "The Missionary Position" and its variations
(wrapping your legs around your partner, as an example),
"The Yawning Position (the woman lies down and places
hedegs up and over her partner's shoulders)," "The Splitting a Bamboo Position (the woman lies down and places
her stretched-out legs along her kneeling partner's torso),"
positions in which women straddle their male partners while
the males are lying down (a.k.a., "Woman-on-Top Positions"), and rear-entry positions as great ways of achieving
G-spot stimulation.
If you're seeking to enhance the experience ofa male
partner, the book suggests "The Yawning Position" and
"Woman-on-Top Positions (in which the woman's hands
are free to caress and stimulate her partner)," and rear-entry
positions.
Now that I've finally stepped offmy silly pedestal to
tackle the important issue of sexual positions, I hope that
you'll in tum have the nerve to tackle a few yourself.

Airband's 25th Raises $3100 for the Laurel House
JILL ALSPACH
jialspach@ursinus.edu
This year marked the 25th anniversary of Airband,
an annual charity event coordinated by Residence Life
(Res Life). By the end of the night $3100 were given to the
Laurel House. The Laurel House is the only domestic
violence agency serving Montgomery County. Their mission is to provide a safe haven for abused women
and their children, to raise public
awareness about domestic violence,
and to advocate for social change
against domestic violence. Pizza
was also sold to raise money for this
charity.
The judges for Airband were
Erin Dickerson, Roger Florka, Charlie
Jamison, Jared Rodrigues, Melissa
Sanders and Marci Stehman. Five
different trophies were awarded, for
the categories of Best Comedy Act,
Best Costume, Best Creativity, Best
Choreography, and Best Crowd
Pleaser (Overall).
Resident Advisors Danielle
Langdon and Alex Peay were the emcees for the rright and
helped keep the audience entertained in-between acts.
This year, there were six performances. The first of
the night was "Escape Velocity Presents Going to Space."
Choreographed by Catriona Whitehead and Roger Lee,
Escape Velocity put on a comical act about space aliens
invading the earth. Their choreography was amazing as
expected, and this group went home with the Best Choreography trophy.
The second act was "Both Sides of Love," performed
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by Sigma Sigma Sigma sorority. These girls performed a
routine about two very different types of women; one a gothrocker and the other a giriy princess. Both of these women
wanted the same man and Tri-Sigma told their story with a
comical twist.
Relationship Status Quo, a group of wrestlers ang
friends, put on a funny skit as usual. They performed a
piece titled, "Batting for Both Teams."
Relationship Status Quo won Best
Comedy and Best Crowd Pleaser
(Overall). With a Baywatch theme and
boys in spandex pants, how could you
not give them an award?
Tau Sigma Gamma (Tau Sig) performed "Conference Crashers" and
gave the audience a taste of what it is
like to party at other schools such as
Johns Hopkins, Gettysburg, F&M,
Swarthmore, Rutgers, and of course,
Ursinus. From the looks of it, Ursin us
is the best college to party. Tau Sig
took home the trophies for Best Costume and Best Creativity.
"Hit Me Backstreet One More
Time" was performed by Upsilon Phi
Delta (U Phi D). Sisters dressed up as
N*Sync and the Backstreet Boys battle-danced until Britney
Spears showed up to out-do them all. Michael Jackson made
an appearance and definitely put on a show that the audience loved.
The last performance of the night was Residence Life
Presents, "Dance, Dance, Evolution." The Residence Advisors (RAs) were inspired by the popular YouTube video,
"The Evolution of Dance" and created their own rendition.
The songs Y.M.C.A., Soulja Boy, and yes, even the Chicken
Dance were part of this crowd pleasing performance.

April 10,2008

The RAs worked hard to put Airband together and
with ticket sales. and donations, they were able to give $31 00
to the Laurel House. This charity fundraiser has been a fun
event to attend every year for the past 25 and hopefully will
continue for years to come.

Interested in writing for

Grizzly?'
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A Senior's Helpful Hints for Class Registr·ation
ANTHONY GEORGE
angeorge@ursinus.edu
It's that time of year again when everyone must start
picking their classes for next semester. There are few college experiences more exciting than schedule making; it's
full of endless possibilities! Although choosing classes is
an awesome time for most, some might find it to be somewhat stressful. In order to ease some of these wOlTied mind;'
I have been given the task to compile a couple of tips that
everyone should know about for registration.
Tip 1: Take some time in between some of your ultimate frisbee games and peruse the course catalogue. You
don't want to meet with your advisor and have no idea
what classes are offered. Walking in unprepared will only
get them frustrated with you and they will most likely try to
trick you into signing up for a ridiculously hard course ...
they are very sneaky like that
Tip 2: In regards to 8 a.m. courses: do not take 8 a.m.
courses. Why don't you want to take 8 a.m. courses? Because, they are at 8 a.m. If! don't want to even be awake
that early, there is no chance I want to be in a classroom that
early. Plus, by not taking 8 a.m. courses you are freeing up
your evenings, which is always a good idea.
Tip 3: In general, try to steer clear of courses that
have the word advanced anywhere in it; they tend to be
tough. Also, [ would try to avoid any classes that have
numbers in the 300's and 400's; they aren't very conducive
to a good time.
Tip 4: Take classes with your friends. Not only can
you set up really great study sessions, but you will probably. also be able to get a~vay with not buying the books.

Books are expensive, and you should try to bOITOw off of
your friends whenever possible. With all the extra money
you save, just imagine the beer and hoodies you could
buy!
Tip 5: Make sure that you hand in your slip with the
classes on it before 12 p.m. in the afternoon on your class's
assigned day. Everyone that hands it in before 12 p.m. has
the same chance to get into all of their classes; after 12 p.m.,
it's first come, first serve. I find a tailgate outside of Corson
is a great way to ensure that you hand your registration
form in on time. Now, most people know to hand it in before
12 p.m. so it's not really giving you much of an advantage,
and I'm not cool with that; I need a competitive edge. Try
paper clipping $10 to your slip when you hand it in and
watch yourself not get waitlisted for any of your courses!
Tip 6: Some people wony about what they should
do if they don't get into a class they were planning on
taking. Now, I'm not a real worrier (I prefer to look at the
silver lining of things). [1' you do get waitlisted, think of it as
the Registrar's way of telling you to make the upcoming
semester an easy one. Replace whatever course you would
have taken with Livin' 101 ... my favorite course.
Tip 7: Don't do drugs.
Tip 8: Before you decide on a course, you might
want to consider which professor is teaching it Now, all
the professors here are great (especially the ones I have
now ... ), but I'm talking about other factors in regards to
them. For example, where do they live? If they live really far
away, there is a good chance that when it snows, they might
cancel class; I love snow days. Just something to consider.
Tip 9: There are several core requirements that
Ursinus has deemed necessary for you to experience in

Glancing at the Future of Collegeville
JULIANE KATZ
. ka @.
d
IU tz _ ursmus.e u

.

Exciting plans are in the works for the future of "downtown" Collegeville. Close your eyes and picture this: It's a
Saturday afternoon, and you're sitting arouJ1d in your
Reimert suite hying to figure out what to do to add some
excitement to your weekend. Instead of driving to King of
Prussia (KOP) to aimlessly walk around the mall or drive
into the city and risk getting a steep parking ticket, you
could hang out on Main Street in Collegeville. Of course,
we laugh at the idea of doing that now, but imagine if there
were boutiques, restaurants, cafes and bookstores.
The Collegeville Economic Development Corporation
(CECD), which began in 2003, has set out to improve the
Collegeville Borough by fixing up Main Street The plans
intend to improve the types of businesses currently in town,
make Collegeville a destination for tourists, and to make the
town a more beau~iful place. Tn order to make these changes,
there are different steps the CECD has already taken in order to make this plan effective, and there are many future
projects to come.
The Cbllege has been working closely with local residents and businesses along with the Pennsylvania Downtown organization in beginning to develop plans for the
"New Main StreeL" Through various planning meetings
they have worked with developers to promote the accessibility of the downtown while tying it in to the existing slructures. The planning committee has received grants from PA
Community and the Economic Development Corporation.
With their partnership with PA Downtown Center, the goal
is to tum Collegeville into a town similar to Phoenixville;
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Oxford, Ambler and Souderton.
Unfortunantly, all of this planning takes time. With
all the committees involved, the various owners of the buildings on Main Street, and waiting for paperwork and approval from the planning and zoning boards, the process
may take years: There are, however, changes being made
this summer which will benefit students next year. The intersection after coming off the bridge into downtown
Collegeville will be remodeled this summer. The smoother
traffic patterns should account for less congestion entering town. Along with changing the intersection, the state
will add sidewalks and street lights from the bridge up until
Fourth Avenue, making downtown more accessible and the
walk safer.
Currently 45% of Main Street is composed of businesses, which does not make for an exciting destination or
place to mull around on a weekend. There are, however, a
few places worth checking out. Carol's Chocolate Factory,
which just opened a few months ago, provides a wide selection of homemade chocolate treats. There is also a wide
variety of gummy bear flavors, ice cream treats and nachos.
SachMos is another new sub shop that recently opened
right across from Wawa. Their creative selection of menu
items and fresh deli meats far surpass a Wawa hoagie.
Hopefully in the near future the hard work of these
planning committees", ill pay olland there will be more of
these types of venues in town. What· is essential to the
success of these businesses is your business. We each
hold a part in the success of the Main Street improvements.
Businesses will provide if we demand, so the next time you
are going to order pizza or get a hoagie, try one of the places
on Main Street.
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order to graduate. Try looking for classes that cover both
one of these requirements as well as the requirements for
your major. You'd be killing two birds with one stone, and
knocking out the requirements like that will allow you more
freedom with choosing classes later on; you could take a
course like Grillin' and Chilln' 270.
Tip 10: Ten tips are too many tips.
You're welcome.

Career Corner:
Want a Global
Career?
CAREER SERVICES

career@Ursilius.edu
AUTHOR: JEAN-MARC HACHEY
International careers do not just happen; they are
planned and built up over a period of time. International
employers insist that you have international experience
before sending you to work abroad. The key to gaining
international experience is to dive into all things international while you are at schooL You need to build lip a
host of international experiences before you are ready to
start applying for professional international jobs.
Here are four smart ways you can bui Id your cross
cultural experienc~, without fearing campus.

I. Network with at least three international experts
in your field of interest. For example, write papers and do
research that require you to speak directly to someone
working internationally in your field of interest.
2. Guide foreigners who are new to your country.
You can act as a tour guide for visiting professors, assist
with foreign student orientation. work with refugees or
teach English as a second language.
3. Befriend foreign students on your campus. Join
toreign student social circles on campus, visit with them
in their homes. become familiar with their food and social
behavior; try to pay a visit to them and their families in
their home country, and actively participate in foreign
student associations.

4. Become socially active and knowledgeable in a
culture other than your own. Hang out at ethnic social
clubs, learn to dance to African or South American music,
become knowledgeable in one or more fields of ethnic
music, focus on the writing or history from one region or
country, learn ethnic cooking, and/or join an Internet club
with foreign members. This kind of experience sends a
strong message to international employers who will be
looking at your resume.
Jean·Marc Hachey, author of The Big Guide to living and Working Overseas, has lived and worked in a
variety of countries across three continents. He is an

expert; on building skills for the global experience
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Opinions
There'Will Be
Sequels
ZACH SHAMBERG
zashamberg@ursinus.edu
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CjD in Brief: Heston, Disease, Fools
Heston Dies, McCain Continues Search
With the death of epic screen actor/rifle- aficiMado
Heston oj) Saturday,Apri15. Senator John McCain's
of Vice Presidential choices grew ever shorter.
the past few weeks, there were rampant rumors
McCain had been courting"Mr: Heston as a
mate. Mr. McCain has consistently refuted such
but ()De of his top aids. on condition 6fanonymity;
Heston would certainJy have brought a Jot to
His resume is impeccable!" When aske:d fot
cla-rtfil~ati·{). n. he said "Welt his supportofth~ SecAmendlment is certainly tep-

identified.. but WeJlness Center employees have taken
call1ug it "Senioritis" given the demographics of
disease's \'}ctt11}s. Wbile the WeHMss Center has not
leased any infomiation regarding treatment of the
one sufferer sugg~ts, "Alcohol seems to help my
toms:'
%
Other symptoms may ttlciude "a marked prolpenl,itlt
toward pr()cmstthati'ott and $'toth;" unrelenting. aDBtthv'anil
wbatls known in the vernacular as Hphqning it in:'

In early January, I had the pleasure of watching Paul
Thomas Anderson 's There Will Be Blood on a ninety-foot
movie theatre scrt!en . Not only was Academy Award-winner Daniel Day-Lewis a force to be reckoned with , the film
itself captivated me like nothing I had ever witnessed beApril Foors Dal' a Re$ounding Su«ess
fore . With its sweeping camera shots, unbelievable set
Ever sinc¢'we at(~tttde:Jiy~ere~1
designs, and brilliant messages about capitalism and corbest April Fool's Day prank ever in
mption, There Will Be Blood surely delivered on its promartI<:fe em:itled '~A rond FareWeU" in
ise of greatness. The problem was - I was the only person
Match 30,2006 i~ue ofthls fine
in the entire the.atre. No friends, no theatre patrons, not
tiOll,* we mve e~pected the'I11ln fl;aru:[ 011
even a janitor - just me. It was difficult to really feel the
retribution to strike upon us. vv '''''' .......,..
complete emotion of the film by myself. There was no one
FooJ;s 2OQ7 came and went, we
to high-five when Daniel Plainview (Day-Lewis) slapped Eli
that early April is a busy time of
Sunday (Paul Dano) repeatedly in the face for attempting to
coUege §fuaents. We can't funy
embarrass him. And there was certainly no person to turn
our loyal readers to take Ute time
to when Plainview ended the film with an unspeakable,
"Are you suggesting that
their busy schedules fQuilly prankS.
twisted act of violence. As 1 exited the screening room and
Heston's roles in The Plattet
whenApril Fool's 2008came and
witbout r.etaiiation. we became
removed my hand from a bag of popcorn, I shook my head
Apes andSoylel1l Gf'een
at· the line of people who were standing at the opposite end
dollS. Mas, we have figured it out.
have qualified him to serve
of the building. They had gathered in front of the Alien l'S.
lack of pranks isa prank in itself
Vice President?"
Predator: Requiem door, eagerly awaiting an hour and a
·'Bey. ifHiUary gets to co®f
our Joyal readers are suggesting
half of mindless gore and dialogue that would surely make
losers/you don~t have any loyal
time as First Lady as 'expenthe first Alien vs. Predator film seem like a worthy Oscar
ers." That's a good one! Youre4lIUv'JiflaI
'it se~ms only fair. Oh! ~nd .. '
MATIHEWFLYNTZ
contender. How could these people pass up an opportuforgot; he dclivered' the
us going. But seriously, you can
DANIEL SERGEANT
.,April Poofs!" anytime now..•
nity to witness a masterpiece in filmmaking for a chance to [[eJf} Qomlmruldrrlen1ts! Talk about
Communism
for»ummie$
see a monotonous popcorn flick with more CGl than the
Mdtl and Dan are be~rjm;ri14i
fl*!l the symptoms of/he sTr4Clfll1reaW
battle scenes in Lord of the Rings? Because it's a sequel -'
that's why. And it is exactly what is destroying all signs of
men/foned ahove. Send "Get well
creativity in film today. _
UC Gripp~d By a Stra~ge Disease
maflynt7i$ursinus.edu and da!;eJ1~ealrlt@~ursinlllS.i~
If you don't believe me (or if you just don't want to),
The Ursin($ College Wellness Center has repO'rted Ii
"'For you Freshmen and Sophomores who
take a look at the top-grossing films from last year. Sure
increase i~ stl.ldents co:mplajning9f"m~aise, an inenough, three of the top four are -sequels (Spiderman 3,
to foCus and an intense desire to be somewhere t1se," on this classic cm (I pity You), you can read
.
.
Shrek the Third, Pirates ofthe Caribbean: At Worlds End).
one student employee. The ailment has not yet been
It is interesting to note that not one of these scored higher
than a 60 on Metacritic.com (which bases that score on
reviews frOI,l1 critics all over the country). While those films
the big budgets. Nowadays, big budget usually equals big
received pOOl: reviews but raked in the cash, the year's Best gross (unless, of course, you're Kevin Costner). And we
Picture, No Country for Old Men, finished a distant thirtynow know where all those big budgets go - straight to the
CHRIS SCHAEFFER
sixth in terms of box-office gross. Creativity and originality
next comic-book or superhero sequel.
are being killed faster than the newest Spiderman villain in
Who would have thought an entire film genre could chschaeffer@ursinus.edu
exchange for bigger e~plosions and louder action. Think _ materialize and sustain because of the endless number of
r"m tom. See, ever since I fell victim to a misguided
the head of a movie studio wants to take a chance on a little sequels andthreequels that invade our multiplexes? Where
indie project when he's got the next comic-book hero waitdo you think dregs like Scary Movie, Epic Movie, and Date act of editorial intervention sometime last semester, I've
ing in the wings? Sure, this year brought us films like Juno
Movie c.ome from? The only thing they require is the same been meaning to write a column that could act as a little
and The Diving Bell and the Butterfly, but we're slowly
exact formula and device that countless films before have introduction to the gratingly precious but occasionally rebeing separated further and further from the kind of movies
already used. The cyclical plots don't bore us; they just warding world oftwee (not TWEEN), Of, if you prefer, twee
keep us coming back and paying more money for tickets. pop, indie pop, C86, anorak, etc.
that restore our faith in filmmaking and Hollywood.
There's a problem, though - as much as I'd love to
I'm not the only one shaking my head at the state of What will happen when those films have no more material
to poke fun at? This may ·be the only fact we can all take make this a very-special I8-page monster Grizzly in which I
film in American culture. A few months ago, the Academy
Awards hit an all-time ratings low when only 32 million people solace in: I don't think that spring will dry up anytime soon. go on and on about Cub and Tullycraft and Dressy Bessy
With all this in mind, think before you head to the and the Beat Happening and the Undertones (and and and
tuned in to see No Country take the Best Picture Award. 32
movies. Instead of wasting two hours watching superhe- and .... ) I'm pretty sure nobody would reallY'give a shit past
million may seem like a big number, but consider this: 97.5
million people watched the Super Bowl this year. While roes and green screen technology, see a film that has Oscar the fIrst couple of paragraphs. So, yeah: My burning indigHollywood insiders and outsiders argue whether the Osbuzz or strong reviews. Catch a flick that was produced by nation at this little type-o (for Christ's sake I don't even
an independent studio. Go ahead and check out some of remember what the article was even on) wound up shelved
cars really represent the best cinema of the year, this much
the past Oscar wilfners - they're really not all that bad (ex- in favor of, you know, some crap about mixtapes or someis true: we simply don't care about good films anymore.
When Titanic won 11 Oscars and became the true "king of cept for Shakespeare in Love). Try your hardest to beat thing. Whatever, I consoled myself, who needs 10 know
the system that will, one day, rid our movie screens of all aboul illhese days anyway?
the world" for one night in 1998,55 million people tuned in
traces of creative. genius. For if you don't, Daniel Dayto watch it live. Since then, the number of Oscar viewers
Lewis will no longer be able to "drink your milkshake" has been on a steady decline. We're becoming less conhe'll be too busy fighting Spiderman.
cerned with the award-winners and more interested with
j
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"Cube" (1997)
There's something to be said for simplicity. All too stripped of their c1oth~s, mirroring their loss of civilized conoften, we're more than content to plop ourselves into a straints and their increased desperation to escape, even if it
theater to see the new summer blockbuster with a budget means sacrificing one oftheir own.
bigger than the gross national product of some third world
Up to this point, I've avoided talking about the percountries. That's why it's so refreshing when a flick comes formances, with good reason. For whatever reason, the
along that manages to not only tell a gripping story, but to quality of the acting is this flick's one weak point, with the
do so on a shoestring budget that still manages to sneak in performances alternating between wooden and hammy. The
Tkeep it real.
some really badass gore. This week's movie
I don't know i r everyone else heard, but apparently
worst offender is Nicky
just happens to fall within that category (what
Guadagni, the actress playing there are some sort of presidential nominations coming up.
a coincidence, right?). With that, [ give you,
the doctor, but to quote "Wait- Now usually rtry not to stray from ESPN, ESPN 2 and ESPN
"Cube."
ing," being the worst actor in News, but the other day I felt adventurous so 1 started
Seven strangers wake up to find themthis flick is like "being the smart- channel surfing. I was hit with nonstop news coverage
selves in a bizarre prison made up of cubical
est kid with Down syndrome." about this election and updates about all the candidates.
rooms. The mathematician, the doctor, the
Bad acting aside, "Cube" is one This got me thinking about my political vicws and I realized
architect, the autistic man, the cop and othof the best genre-defying flicks I don't have one single opinion about politics, so join me i
will, as I try to formulate some opinions regardle s
ers try to escape their imprisonment and not
to come out in the last few years
only survive the traps but each other, all the
and is highly recommended for how absurd or politically incorrect they may bl:, utilizing my
while working to figure out who put them
anybody looking for a good rl:al keeping ability.
there in the first place and why.
piece of suspense.
President: I'm sick of a 11 the political positioning and
"Cube" is a fantastic exampte of how
Trying to come up with a back and forth nonsense that is currently taking up all headnot to over think a movie. The whole film was
pick of the week this time was lincs. What l'm looking for in a nominee is someone who
shot in one fourteen-foot cubical set, yet the
tough, as "Cube" is such a has a platform that I can really get behind; I want someone
ALEX ERNST
crew still managed to give different "rooms"
unique flick. I finally decided whose platform is simply "keeping it real." All these politiThe Back Row
personality through some really diabol ical and
on "Primer," a movie about two cal parties keep giving us the same cookie cutter nominees
twisted traps that have been copied again
guys who accidentally invent a and I'm really over it. Jsay we keep it real and nominate the
and again. The laser grid that slices people into neat cubes time machine in their garage, a device that has implications complete opposite of these people. Let's put a "hustler" in
in "Resident Evil"? You saw it here first. One could even far more reaching than they could possibly have imagined. office. Just imagine a hustler as President; it would be amazargue that "Saw" ripped off the idea of putting strangers This is a movie that will confuse you, trick you and, in the ing. Watch our problems disappear. For example. exports
'together in an enclosed environment and forcing them to end, absolutely pull the rug out !Tom under you. You canld go through the roof! Forget about foreign car
work their way out from this flick .
not watch "Primer" less than twice in order to understatld it. Ide:ale:rshtips putting ourautomobiJe industry under; if we
A lot needs to be said about the production design I wish I was exaggerating, but if you want a movie that will
a hustler running the show there would be nothing to
and atmosphere of this movie. The filmmakers managed to hurt your head, hop on Google and look it up, where the
him from going overseas and selling all our cars over
He would probably sell them for triple the price, too.
induce an almost constant sense of claustrophobia, a feel- filmmakers were kind enough to post it for the global audiing that becomes more and more pronounced 'with quicker ence. That's it for this week. See you here next time with
jacking up the prices of oil? You can't hustle a husso you could reSt assured those prices would fall. .
cuts as the movie progresses. On top of that, the cast is "Leatherheads. "
constantly surrounded by a bizarre motif of triangles within
Alex Ernst found himself cheering at the doctor:s
Diplomats: Has anyone seen these diplomats that we
These p~ople are representing our country all around
the square panels of the walls, constantly drawing the death, if only because it meant he didn ~ have to suffer
viewer's eye like a page out of some alien sketchbook. One through her god awflll acting one minute longer. You can
world and frankly I don't think they are doing a good
final touch is the manner in which the characters ar~ slowly sympathi=e with him a~ alernst@ul'sinus.edu.
of it. Ifwe were really keeping it real, I would say we
all OUT current diplomats with incredibly hot chicks.
about what a wave of hot us ambassadors would do
crushes and lazy Sunday afternoons, what John Peel called
our foreign relations. I can't speak for everyone else,
"a revolt into childhood" in contrast with the more cerebral,
I know that when talking to some gorgeous girl, I would
edgy and, well, glum themes of their cooler and more expeyes to just about anything. We would be able to get
And then came Those Dancing Days, precocious rienced post-punk older siblings. Their music also reflected
we wanted from any country.
Swedish (fact 1.' Sweden is the second-most twee country) this willful cheeriness, bringing back the jangly and simplisHas anyone ever watched a debate? Those
darlings of various music blogs, and their self-titled 2007 tic but sublimely catchy guitar-hooks of sunny 60's pop. If
just awful. No one can watch fur more than six
EP, which I've only just listened to. I realized that it would punk showed the world that any idiot with a cheap guitar
without wanting to,rnmp out a wiridOw. Let's keep
be basically impossible to review this thing without reca- could !Teak out about suspect devices and neutron bombs,
a bit more inte(eSting. Imagine:
pitulating the entire framework oftwee, as if it existed if only early twee argued that some idiots with cheap guitars pre- litr~tlUld
., I would
to provide some Platonic example of what all the boys with ferred goin' to the malt shop with their main sweethearts
iffy haircuts were listenin' to in 2008. So fair warning: it's over rebellion.
And guess what? All of this shows up in Those Dancabout to get educational for a few minutes ..
Let's start with the superficial- go ahead and GIS the ing Days, albeit with slicker production and inflections of
band. What do you see? Five girls, cute in an Anna Karina ye-ye and surf rock mixed in with the typical Kinks-worship, •
kinda way, lounging around some quaintly picturesque Eu- and the lyrics are predictably coy. It's a fine album for cerropean burg. Cardigans and leggings. Cheap guitars. These tain occasions, a pretty-much guaranteed pick-me-up in a
are all crucial aspects of the twee aesthetic - a sort of am- lot of ways, with some great shambling synth hooks, but
bling adorableness carries a lot more cachet than raw sexu- honestly, it doesn't do too much to distinguish itself !Tom
ality, veiled or otherwise (so get the hell out of my article, the crowd, aside from "Hitten," which is a great straightforJenny Lewis, go on, get). This ostentatiously unpreten- ward pop single owing heavily to Stax-era girl pop, and the
tious look ("just hangin' out in my comfy sweater!") is in . titular track, which spotlights Linnea Johnson's sometimes
fact as codified a genre dress-code as any in music, making Dusty Springfield-esque vocals and one of the best hooks dering why the hell a band would call itself Dressy Bessy,
a big deal about looking like it's not a big deal - you could of the year, a bouncy, stuttering Hammond Organ line that then this EP makes a pretty solid introduction to the genreeven say that the meme of un-cool as cool began with twee, almost perfectly sums up the balance between polished check it out. For established twee fans, though, I don't
way back when, years before Rivers Cuomo decided to let sweetness and idiosyncrasy that the best twee acts, the know. You've probably already heard it, but ifnot, give the
his mom start dressing him again. Actually, most of the ones most likely to appeal to li~teners outside the blushing two singles a listen before committing yourself. The other
prevailing themes of the genre are overwhelmingly wedded inner-circle ofpoptimists, carefully exploit.
tracks are okay, I guess, but lack the singles' freshness and
So if you're still stuck on the second paragraph won- genuine excitement.
to just such a pugnaciously naive outlook, focusing on

Twee (c~nt'd from page 6)
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Dubble Vision: Ramblings
JASON DAVIS
iadavis(~ursinus.edu

Well [think I'm about zero for a million on my predictions now. Tyler Han brough lied to me. North Carolina will
not be winning the tournament thi year. My bracket i
busted. Stupid Kansas.
It's like I'm cursed. Whatever I say the opposite happens. Like I swear it's not a lie when it
comes out of my mouth. But somehow,
the universe shifts and screws me in the
end. I said the Patriots were going to win
the Super Bowl. I said the Phillies were
going to beat the Rockies, same goes for
UNC against Kansas. Man I suck. Did
you notice how I stayed away from Bears
Basketball? They had like a 27 game winning streak.
But you know what? I like to think
I'm a "glass half full" kind of guy, so I'm
going to work with this. Here goes:
The Sixers and Flyers will both lose
first round of the playoffs; Phillieswill not
win the pennant; The Soul willlos~ to Dallas; Kansas will beat Memphis.
.There we go, just giving it a little
test. I'll see how these worle out before I
use my powers on Ursinus sports. Sorry I just had to get
that offmy chest.
Today I come to you with some secret information.
Something that apparently nobody knows about. The Phi ladelphia Wings. Everybody please raise your hands if you
have heard of them, and yes I mean that literally (I think it
would be fun to walk around school and know people are
reading my article).

I went to a game this week, my second one in as many
years, and let me tell you, I had a blast. It may be the besl
sporting event in Philly that nobody knows about. ['m being generous when I say there was around 3500 people in
the Wachovia Center. We need this to change fast. I'm
telling you this is perfect sporting event for any diehard
disrespectful Philly sports fan. Beer, fights, dance team and
crab fries. I don't even think I need to say more. But I will,
because there was also a guy who got on
the jumbotron with his two kids, neither
of whom could have been older than five,
and promptly flipped everyone the bird
(possibly the funniest thing I ever saw).
Oh and then there's a game.
Apparently Michael Vick and Falcons owner Arthur Blank have become
Pen Pal's. I swear it's like every other
day I'm reading on ESPN.com what
Michael Vick wrote to Mr. Blank. This
week Mike made some friends and now
plays steady quarterback for prison yard
football games. Somebody please call
Burt Reynolds.
Phillies again are starting slow.
Bullpen still sucks, but what else is new.
r think Tom Gordon's ERAjust dropped
below the century mark earlier today.
So I guess you could say they're improving. Why
can't JC Romero just pitch everyday, it's only an inning
right? Maybe they should start bringing up the young
guys. Or at least sign somebody who isn't already collecting social security. Although, my man Jamie Moyer has
been alright and Rudy Saenez pitched a scoreless inning
last week.

Men's Golf Swings
Into Season
1-----------------.-----1
................,....

~~Qgl~~~~l!!§~~-------~~~~
UrsinusConegeMen'sG(1M~reailIljldc~:l~fftllle.1

portion of their season on
IGI*}'sbIJrgSpring Invitational held by
placed eighth out of eleveh
of349.
After two solid performances during
team geared up for action again as
to rise and players headed back ruM' .....,~.'~
participa~ in invitationals at DOJn~~1P
andGettysburgCoUegejnSeI:rteJnble(;i~l

. In play at Susquehanna, th~~teamlpl:aCE~,~1iJI
teamsandearningtheirlowSCl[}reof·tb~~.2fm

thusfarof332. AttheGetty~;blJlrgInvitatj_

Ifor ten,S1ttajgh1(wi~iI)J

Track Teams Win'Goucher Classic
DANIELLE LANGDON
dalangdon@ursinus.edu
The Ursinus College outdoor track and field team
sprinted their way to success last Saturday afternoon winning the championship of the Goucher
College Track and Field Classic. Both
the men and women's teams stepped
up and dominated their meets. The
women's team finished with 185 points,
the top scorers out of seven teams.
The men finished with 161.5 points, the
top out of eight teams.
There were also many individual
runners who made impressive strides
to help push the Bears to the top. Junior runner Christa Johnson had a remarkable afternoon winning the 800meter run (2:27.83), the I 500-meter run
(4:58.30) and the 3000-meter run (II :09.51). She earned 30
points total throughout the day. Senior distance runner
Sara McNally also helped take the women's team to the top
after coming in first in the 5000-meter ran with a time of
19:29:49, while junior Natalie Rosenberg finished the 10,000meter run at an impressive 43:56:43. Junior Liz Brennan
followed in the line of success finishing first in the 3000meter steeplechase with a time of 13: I 0:03, while fellow junior Amanda Leatherman was first in the 400-meter hurdles
finishing at 1:13:29.

The Grizzly

In field events, senior Jillian Proniewych won the shot
put with a throw of3I-08. Proniewych set herselfpersonal
goals for this season as well. "I've improved in shot put
and my times for sprinting have also gotten better. As for lollav~G<)BEARS;f?"
javel in, I hope to break 100 feet by the end of the season.
That's basically my one goal for this season," she commented.
The men also had a successful
afternoon. Senior Brandon Evans won
the I OO-meter dash in 10:95 and finished
the 200-meter dash in 22:08. In hurdles,
senior Matt Granteed won the I 10-meter
hurdles at 15:00, and the 400-meter
hurdles at 57:94. Sophomore Travis
Youngs also stepped up by winning
the triple jump with a mark of 43-05:00,
while fellow sophomore Kyle Fox dominated the javelin throw with a toss of
189-11. In relays, the UC men won the
4x I OO-meter relay with a final time of
43:89.
"I think we have been doing pretty well this season.
We lost a couple of good seniors, but r believe the freshmen
have de·finitely stepped it up," says Proniewych.
With positive leadership from the seniors and diligence from the freshmen, the Bears are on the track to success. Both the men and women's team will be participating
in the West Chester Invitational #2 on April II and April 12,
2008. Take some time out of your busy days to wish them
luck!

Bearly Reminders
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